We evaluate the performance of a spoken dialogue system that provides substantive dynamic responses to automatically detected user affective states. We then present a detailed system error analysis that reveals challenges for real-time affect detection and adaptation. This research is situated in the tutoring domain, where the user is a student and the spoken dialogue system is a tutor. Our adaptive system detects uncertainty in each student turn via a model that combines a machine learning approach with hedging phrase heuristics; the learned model uses acoustic-prosodic and lexical features extracted from the speech signal, as well as dialogue features. The adaptive system varies its content based on the automatic uncertainty and correctness labels for each turn. Our controlled experimental evaluation shows that the adaptive system yields higher global performance than two non-adaptive control systems, but the difference is only significant for a subset of students. Our system error analysis indicates that noisy affect labeling is a major performance bottleneck, yielding fewer than expected adaptations thus lower than expected performance. However, the percentage of received adaptation correlates with higher performance over all students. Moreover, when uncertainty is accurately recognized and adapted to, local performance is significantly improved.
Introduction
Within the field of affective computing, researchers hypothesize that incorporating information about affective states into the human-computer interaction model will significantly benefit system performance (e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] ). Typically, this task will involve enhancing the model in two ways. First, a method of automatically detecting the affective state(s) of interest must be developed and implemented. Over the past decade significant advances have been made in the area of affect detection (e.g., [8, 9] ). Second, a method of automatically adapting to the affective state(s) must be developed and implemented. To date there have been fewer reported evaluations of affect-adaptive systems (e.g., [10, 11, 7] ). Moreover, within the computer tutoring domain, most of these evaluations have taken place under "ideal" conditions that reduce system error by using an unseen human "wizard" to perform the most complex tasks such as affect detection (e.g., [12] ).
We recently evaluated a wizarded version of a spoken dialogue computer tutor, UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ [13] , which detects and adapts to student uncertainty, and responds with additional remedial content. Uncertainty detection and natural language understanding were performed by a human. Our evaluation showed that UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ yielded significantly higher global student learning as compared to a non-adaptive control system. In this paper we take the next step in our research and evaluate UNC-ITSPOKE, a fully automated version of our system which performs all tasks automatically. Figure 1 shows an example system dialogue with and without the uncertainty adaptation. The figure begins with an initial tutor question (tutor1) and a correct+uncertain student answer (student1). The response to student1 by the non-adaptive system is shown in nonadaptive-tutor2. As shown, the non-adaptive system ignores the student uncertainty and simply provides correctness feedback before moving on to the next question. The response to student1 by the adaptive system is shown in adaptive-tutor2; as shown, the adaptive system provides correctness feedback and then initiates a subdialogue to remediate the student's uncertainty. After this subdialogue completes, the adaptive system move on to the next question.
Our first main contribution in this paper is to show via a controlled experimental evaluation that the fully automated UNC-ITSPOKE system improves performance (as measured by student learning), but this perfor-tutor1: What will the velocity of the object be a second after that (where the initial velocity is 9.8m/s and the acceleration is 9.8m/s 2 )? student1: Is it 19.6 m/s? [Correct+Uncertain] nonadaptive-tutor2: Good. Now back to the man and his keys. We've shown that they both have an acceleration of 9.8m/s 2 . So, how do their velocities compare with each other, at every second during the fall? adaptive-tutor2: Good. A second later, its velocity will be 9.8m/s + 9.8m/s = 19.6m/s. This is because its acceleration tells us that every second, its velocity increases by 9.8m/s. So, what'll its velocity be, a second after that? adaptive-student2: Um. I'm thinking. 29.4 m/s.
[Correct+Certain] adaptive-tutor3: Right. Now back to the man and his keys. We've shown that they both have an acceleration of 9.8m/s 2 . So, how do their velocities compare with each other, at every second during the fall? mance improvement is weaker than we previously found in "ideal" conditions using the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ system. In particular, UNC-ITSPOKE improved global learning, measured via pretest and posttest, more than two non-adaptive control systems, but the difference was only significant for a subset of students. However, the percentage of received adaptations significantly correlated with learning over all students. Moreover, we found that accurately recognizing and adapting to uncertainty significantly improved overall local learning, measured as the learning state to which turns transition after receiving the uncertainty adaptation.
Our second main contribution in this paper is a detailed system error analysis using post-experimental manual annotations. This analysis reveals how weaknesses in real-time affect detection and adaptation in spoken dialogue systems can negatively impact system performance. In particular, we found that errors in the automatic uncertainty detection and natural language processing components caused UNC-ITSPOKE to produce significantly fewer uncertainty adaptations than expected, with the major performance bottleneck being the noisy uncertainty model. In other words, UNC-ITSPOKE didn't detect enough uncertainty and thus didn't adapt to enough uncertain turns; this likely explains the lack of a significant overall improvement in global learning.
Section 2 provides a summary of the research background for this work. Our fully automated UNC-ITSPOKE system is presented in Sections 3-5. Section 6 discusses our controlled experiment. Section 7 evaluates the global learning impact of UNC-ITSPOKE. Section 8 then analyzes the performance of the automatic uncertainty detection and natural language processing components and discusses the effect of the errors produced by these components. Section 9 evaluates the local learning impact of UNC-ITSPOKE when uncertainty is correctly recognized and adapted to. Section 10 discusses our future work, including a future evaluation of UNC-ITSPOKE with improved student state detection based on the lessons learned from this research.
Background
As noted in Section 1, building an affect-adaptive spoken dialogue system requires both detecting and responding to user affect automatically.
Automatic affect detection has received significant attention in the wider affective computing literature. For example, within spoken dialogue systems research, a range of linguistic information, including pitch, energy, and timing information, have been extracted from the user's speech signal and larger dialogue context and used to automatically detect user affective states [3, 5, 14, 15, 16, 17] . Similarly, within the domain of tutoring systems, sophisticated models of learner affective states have been developed that take not only learner-based cues (e.g., linguistic, visual, and physiological), but also deeper features of the learning environment into account (e.g., correctness, dialogue acts, inferred causes, personality types) [5, 2, 18, 19, 20] . However, despite these demonstrated advances, the problem of reliable affect detection has been quite challenging, due largely to two main bottlenecks: 1) the limitations in the type and number of features (particularly deep semantic/pragmatic features) that can be used because the detection must be performed in real-time, 1 and 2) the subjectivity of the emotional experience combined with the spontaneity of emotional expression during the interaction with the spoken dialogue system; human annotators with potentially limitless features and time at their disposal typically display low interannotator reliability on the task, and existing affect detection techniques do not yet consistently perform on par with humans (e.g, [5] ).
Due in part to the challenges associated with the affect detection task, there have to date been few reported evaluations of automatic affect adaptations in the affective system literature (e.g., [10, 11, 7] ). For example, Klein et al.'s simulated network game system [10] responded with sympathy and apology to user self-reported instances of frustration; the adaptive system yielded increased user persistence and reduced frustration in a follow-on task as compared to two non-adaptive control systems. Liu and Picard's health assessment system [11] used physiological sensors to automatically detect instances of user stress and then responded with empathy; users rated the empathetic system as significantly less stressful than the non-adaptive control. However, it is still largely an open question as to what are the most effective responses to user affective states. To some extent the answer depends on the task domain, the performance metric targeted for improvement, and the affective state(s) targeted for adaptation.
Within the spoken dialogue tutoring system domain, student learning is the primary performance metric, and student uncertainty is an affective state of primary interest. Although uncertainty is not one of the "big 6" emotions such as anger and happiness [21] , tutoring research suggests uncertainty and closely related states such as confusion and self-efficacy are among the most frequently occurring affective states in tutoring dialogues (e.g., [22, 23, 4] ), and they play an important role in the learning process [23, 24, 25] . Due to the complexity of the information exchange in a tutoring dialogue, most dynamic affect-adaptive tutoring systems -that is, systems that recognize and respond to student affect on a turn by turn basis -have been evaluated within a "Wizard of Oz" scenario, where an unseen human "wizard" performs tasks such as speech recognition, natural language understanding, and affect detection or adaptation. Wizarding the system has the benefit of removing the system errors (i.e., noise), such as misrecognition of the user's utterance and/or affective state. that occur when these tasks are automated and that can distract from the dialogue interaction.
2 Another benefit of wizarded affect recognition is that spontaneous affect (even non-prototypical examples) is detected across multiple speakers in real-time, while avoiding the limitedfeature bottleneck of automatic affect detection. Thus wizarding allows the system design to be tested under the best possible conditions. However, the obvious bottleneck of wizarding is that the system is not fully automated. Examples of wizarded computer tutor evaluations include Tsukahara and Ward [26] , where positive feedback responses to affective states were implemented in a Memory Game computer tutor, with a human wizard performing speech recognition and natural language understanding (affect detection was automatic). The affect-adaptive system was rated more highly than a nonadaptive version, but did not yield improved student learning. Similarly, in Aist et al. [12] , a human wizard performed speech recognition and natural language understanding in a spoken Reading Tutor, and then provided positive feedback after detecting affective states. The adaptive system did not yield increased learning, but did yield increased student persistence (measured as how often the student chose to continue reading with the tutor as opposed to quitting), which has been associated with increased learning.
We recently evaluated a wizarded spoken dialogue tutoring system, UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ, that dynamically responds to uncertain student turns with substantive content, as opposed to positive feedback or empathy [13] . A human wizard performed speech recognition, natural language understanding, and uncertainty detection. The uncertainty adaptation was based on tutoring theory that views both uncertainty and incorrectness as learning opportunities; UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ provided additional content after every uncertain or incorrect turn to take advantage of all learning opportunities. UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ yielded significantly higher learning as compared to a non-adaptive control system. To our knowledge only one other study [27] has presented an affective computer tutor that improves learning. In particular, Wang and Johnson [27] conducted a series of Wizard-of-Oz studies in which students either received polite tutorial feedback after every turn, or received direct feedback after every turn. The polite feedback system yielded increased learning as compared to the direct feedback system. This can be viewed as a non-dynamic (static) approach to affect adaptation because the response does not vary depending on the affect in each turn. More generally, this research is situated in the field of "empathetic agents" (e.g., [28, 29] ) such as the empathetic systems in other domains mentioned above ( [10, 11, 7] ). Also related to empathetic agents is recent research on natural language generation in dialogue systems that addresses automatic generation of different system personality styles, such as in Mairesse and Walker [30] .
In this paper we take the next step in our research and evaluate UNC-ITSPOKE, which is a fully automated version of our uncertainty-adaptive spoken dialogue tutoring system. To our knowledge only one other study has evaluated a fully automated affect-adaptive spoken dialogue tutoring system. Like ours, PonBarry et al. [31] 's system used substantive dynamic adaptations to respond to uncertain student turns. They found that when used only after uncertain answers, the adaptations did not significantly increase learning. However, when used after all answers (regardless of uncertainty), the adaptations did significantly increase learning. This suggests that one major limitation of the PonBarry et al. study was that the adaptations were not actually effective responses to uncertainty; rather, they were effective responses to all answers. While speech recognition and understanding errors likely negatively impacted the effectiveness of the adaptation, the other major limitation of the PonBarry et al. study likely came from the automatic uncertainty detection, which was based on a very limited set of features: hedging phrases, filled pauses, and response latency. Our UNC-ITSPOKE system overcomes the two major limitations of the PonBarry et al. study. First, our uncertainty adaptation was previously shown to significantly improve learning in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ system when used after uncertain answers, but not when used randomly [13] . This indicates that our adaptation does represent an effective response to uncertainty in "ideal" (wizarded) system conditions. Second, UNC-ITSPOKE automatically detects uncertainty in each student turn via a more complex model that combines a machine learning approach with hedging phrase heuristics; the learned model was trained on the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus using acoustic-prosodic and lexical features extracted from the speech signal, as well as dialogue features.
ITSPOKE: Non-Adaptive System Behavior
Our non-adaptive tutoring system is simply called ITSPOKE [13] .
3 IT-SPOKE is a fully automated spoken dialogue tutoring system that was originally built on top of the Why2-Atlas text-based physics tutoring system [32] and was later reimplemented using the TuTalk authoring tool and tutorial dialogue system platform [33] . mediated via a web interface. An example screenshot of this interface is shown in Figure 2 ; the screenshot also shows one physics problem. If the student answers a question correctly, ITSPOKE responds with correctness feedback and then moves on to the next question. Correctness feedback is randomly selected from the following phrases to indicate that the answer was correct:
5 Fine; That's correct; Excellent; That's right; Good; Right; Correct.
If the student answers a question incorrectly, ITSPOKE responds with a remediation. This response begins with correctness feedback randomly selected from the following phrases to indicate that the answer was incorrect: That doesn't sound right; I don't think so; Well...; That's not what I expected. The rest of the response takes one of two forms: 5 More precisely, feedback is randomly selected from the subset of these phrases that have not already been used in the dialogue. In other words, a selection won't be repeated until all of the alternatives have been used.
• For incorrect answers to questions about easier topics, ITSPOKE gives a BottomOut, i.e., provides the correct answer with a brief statement of reasoning. This is illustrated in Figure 3 .
tutor1: Upon which vehicle is the impact force greater? student: the car [Incorrect] tutor2: That doesn't sound right.
[FEEDBACK] We just discussed that by Newton's Third law, when two objects collide, the forces they exert on each other are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. This is true regardless of the objects' differing masses.
[BOTTOMOUT] • For incorrect answers to questions about harder topics, ITSPOKE engages the student in a Subdialogue, i.e., one or more additional questions that walk the student through the more complex line of reasoning required to achieve the correct answer. This is illustrated in Figure 4 (only the first question in the subdialogue is shown). Figure 5 schematizes the ITSPOKE architecture. The black unbroken arrows represent the non-adaptive system and the red dashed arrows and boxes indicate the enhancements made to implement uncertainty detection and adaptation in the adaptive system (these enhancements are discussed in relation to Figure 5 in Sections 5.4 and 4, respectively).
As shown on the left of the figure, student speech is sent to the Sphinx2 speech recognizer [34] after being digitized from head-mounted microphone input. The speech recognizer used the default acoustic models distributed with the Sphinx2 software, along with 15 stochastic (trigram) language models which support a vocabulary of 681 words and were trained on the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus and other prior ITSPOKE corpora.
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As shown on the right of the figure, the recognized student answer is then sent to the finite state dialogue manager, where states represent tutor questions and responses and transitions between states represent student answer values. The dialogue manager determines the semantic classification and correctness value for each student answer using levenshtein distance between the answer string and a set of semantic concepts representing anticipated correct and incorrect answers to the current tutor question. For instance, the semantic concept downward is the semantic classification for answer strings such as "down", "towards earth", etc. There are 51 different semantic concepts shared among the 142 different tutor states; the set of answer strings which represent each semantic concept were assembled from prior ITSPOKE corpora. If an answer string is successfully classified as an anticipated semantic concept, it receives the correctness value associated with that concept, otherwise, the answer string is labeled as incorrect.
In non-adaptive ITSPOKE, the next tutor state depends only on the correctness value of the student answer. In uncertainty-adaptive ITSPOKE, the next tutor state depends on both the correctness and uncertainty value of the student answer, where the uncertainty value is determined by prosodic features and other features of the student answer (see Sections 4 and 5) .
Finally, the tutor response produced by the dialogue manager is sent to the Cepstral text-to-speech synthesis system 7 and played to the student through the headphone. The tutor text is also displayed on the web interface, as shown in Figure 2 .
Earlier implementations of the non-adaptive ITSPOKE system have been used in prior experiments as a platform to compare human-computer versus human-human spoken dialogue tutoring, spoken versus typed dialogue computer tutoring, and synthesized versus pre-recorded tutor speech [36, 37] . In these prior experiments, significant overall learning has been associated with ITSPOKE tutoring (as measured by pretest and posttest before and after system use, respectively). However, there is still significant room for 6 cmucmcltk with default parameters was used to train the language models. The training corpora contained 9959 sentences, 2188 of which were unique, and 26900 words, 681 of which were unique. 7 The Cepstral system is a commercial outgrowth of the Festival system [35] . improvement; for example, the average student posttest score after using the ITSPOKE system has never exceeded 75% (out of 100%).
UNC-ITSPOKE: Automatically Adapting to Uncertainty
The automatic uncertainty adaptation used in this experiment was based on the hypothesis that student learning could be significantly improved by detecting and adapting to student uncertainty during the computer tutoring. In particular, the adaptation was motivated by research that views uncertainty as well as incorrectness as a signal of a "learning impasse", i.e., as an opportunity for the student to better learn the material about which s/he is uncertain or incorrect; this research further suggests that experiencing uncertainty can motivate the student to take an active role in constructing a better understanding of the material being tutored (e.g. [38, 39] ).
We further observed that to be motivated to resolve a learning impasse, the student must first perceive that it exists. Incorrectness and uncertainty differ in this perception. Incorrectness simply signals the student has reached an impasse, while uncertainty signals the student perceives s/he has reached an impasse. Based on this, we associated each combination of binary uncertainty (UNC, CER) and correctness (INC, COR) with an "impasse severity", as in Figure 6 . COR+CER corresponds to a state where a student is not experiencing an impasse, since s/he is correct and not uncertain about. INC+CER corresponds to a state where a student is experiencing the most severe type of impasse, since s/he is incorrect and not aware of it. INC+UNC and COR+UNC answers indicate impasses of lesser severity: the student is incorrect but aware s/he may be, and the student is correct but uncertain if s/he is, respectively. In Forbes-Riley et al. [40] we show empirical support for distinguishing impasse severities. We hypothesized that student learning would increase if UNC-ITSPOKE would provide additional substantive content to remediate all learning impasse states. As discussed in Section 3, both types of incorrectness impasse (INC+CER and INC+UNC) already receive additional substantive content via a BottomOut or Subdialogue in non-adaptive ITSPOKE. However, the COR+UNC impasse is ignored.
UNC-ITSPOKE thus adds additional substantive content to remediate COR+UNC impasses. In particular, UNC-ITSPOKE responds to COR+UNC answers in the same way as INC+UNC and INC+CER answers: for any given question, all three answer types receive the same BottomOut or Subdialogue response. This is illustrated in Figure 7 . As shown, the COR+UNC answer in student receives a Subdialogue response in tutor2. Comparison with Figure 4 shows that this is the same Subdialogue response that incorrect answers already receive in non-adaptive ITSPOKE. As shown by the red dashed arrows in Figure 5 above, implementing the uncertainty adaptation in UNC-ITSPOKE involved changing the next state transitions in the finite state dialogue manager. Correctness labeling and uncertainty labeling are performed separately but in parallel within the dialogue manager. Then, instead of transitioning based only on the correctness of the student answer, the transition is based on the answer's combined correctness and uncertainty value: COR+UNC, INC+UNC and INC+CER answers all transition to the same Subdialogue or BottomOut response.
Note that UNC-ITSPOKE does not change the (in)correctness feedback given after student answers. Identically to non-adaptive ITSPOKE, correct answers still receive feedback randomly selected from the following phrases: Fine; That's correct; Excellent; That's right; Good; Right; Correct, and incorrect answers still receive feedback randomly selected from the following phrases: That doesn't sound right, I don't think so, Well..., That's not what I expected.
In sum, UNC-ITSPOKE differs from non-adaptive ITSPOKE only in terms of its response to COR+UNC answers. UNC-ITSPOKE and nonadaptive ITSPOKE are identical in terms of their response to INC+UNC, INC+CER and COR+CER answers.
As discussed in Section 1, our uncertainty adaptation was first tested using a wizarded version of UNC-ITSPOKE (UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ), in which uncertainty detection, and speech recognition and correctness annotation were all performed in real-time by a human "wizard". In this way, we first tested the benefit our automatic uncertainty adaptation in "ideal" system conditions. Our results showed that students using UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ had significantly higher learning gains and learning efficiency than students using non-adaptive ITSPOKE [13, 41] .
UNC-ITSPOKE: Automatically Detecting Uncertainty
For use in UNC-ITSPOKE, we built an uncertainty model with WEKA software [42] to automatically detect uncertainty from features of the student speech and dialogue context. We used the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus to train the uncertainty model. The UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus contains 6561 student turns, which were manually annotated for uncertainty and correctness by the wizard during the experiment, and were manually transcribed after the experiment.
The wizard's annotations in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus were based on annotation schemes for uncertainty and correctness that were previously developed and evaluated on prior ITSPOKE corpora. In particular, this wizard displayed interannotator agreement of 0.85 and 0.62 Kappa on correctness and uncertainty, respectively, when these states were labeled after the experiments in which those corpora were collected [43] . Because these prior evaluations showed that this trained wizard could reliably annotate uncertainty and correctness, no further inter-annotation evaluations were performed in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus. Table 1 shows the distribution of the wizard's uncertainty labels overall and within the correct turns. 
Feature Extraction
To build our uncertainty model, we first extracted a set of speech and dialogue features from the student turns in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus. These features are shown in Figure 8 . Because the uncertainty model would be used to label uncertain turns in real-time during the experiment, it was necessary that all features be quickly and automatically computable.
Apart from these constraints, our feature set is motivated by previous studies of emotion prediction in spontaneous dialogues [44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 17] . Our acoustic-prosodic features represent knowledge of pitch, energy, duration, and pausing. F0 and RMS values, representing measures of pitch and loudness, respectively, were computed using Entropic Research Laboratory's pitch tracker, get f0 [51, 52] , with no post-correction. Amount of internal silence was approximated as the proportion of zero f0 frames for the turn. Turn duration and prior pause duration were computed from the manually labeled turn boundaries in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus. During the experiment, they were computed via the automatically labeled start and end turn boundaries provided by the speech recognizer. All of these raw acoustic-prosodic features were normalized to the first turn in each dialogue, to help control for variations across students, because our pilot machine learning studies with this data indicated that normalized features outperformed raw features slightly at predicting the uncertainty labels.
Our lexical features represent ITSPOKE's best speech recognition hypothesis of what is said in each student turn, as a word occurrence vector (indicating the lexical items that are present in the turn). Although the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus was manually transcribed, we ran it through the automatic speech recognition model to obtain an automatic transcript and then used the 627 unique lexical items from the automatic transcript as our lexical features since they more closely approximated the lexical items available to the uncertainty model during the actual experiment.
Our dialogue features include the problem name and the tutor goal names that make up the prior tutor turn. Both of these features are potentially important features since they repeat across students. Tutor goal names refer to the elements that make up tutor turns. Tutor turns contain one or more goals, and each goal consists of one or more utterances. For example, in Figure 2 , the last tutor turn contains tutor feedback (the first sentence) followed by two tutor goals (the last two sentences, respectively). Although the goal names are not in and of themselves meaningful (e.g., ELEV-REM-2011), they enable tutor goals to be reused multiple times in a dialogue, and they also enable us to determine which tutor utterances are repeated across students. Since particular tutor utterances may be associated with student uncertainty, tutor goal names are a potentially important feature for predicting uncertainty. Like the lexical items, the tutor goal names feature is represented with an occurrence vector, since more than one can be present in a tutor turn.
The turn number feature provides a representation of where the turn is located in the dialogue, while the running totals and averages provide a generalization of the student's acoustic-prosodic behavior so far in each dialogue.
Finally, we manually recorded a "gender" feature for each turn. Prior studies [53, 54, 48] have shown that gender can play an important role in emotion research. Although some of this prior research has built separate emotion models for each gender, we use gender as an input feature.
Uncertainty Detection using Machine Learning
Machine learning experiments were then performed on the uncertaintyannotated student turns in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus. Preliminarily, we ran a number of experiments comparing the performance of seven different WEKA learning algorithms on our dataset. Specifically, we compared a support vector machine algorithm (SMO), a decision tree algorithm (J48), a nearest neighbor learner (IB1), two rule learners (PART, OneR), a naive Bayes algorithm (NaiveBayes), and two logistic regression algorithms (Logistic, SimpleLogistic). We found that the SimpleLogistic algorithm outperformed the other two highest-performing algorithms (J48 and SMO) for both accuracy and uncertainty precision but not recall, although the differences between these three algorithms were not drastic for any metric. We decided that the SimpleLogistic algorithm was preferable for two main reasons. First, we wanted an easily interpretable (and easily implementable) uncertainty model. SimpleLogistic and J48 were better than SMOs from this point of view. Because SimpleLogistic has built-in feature selection, it yielded a substantially smaller (and probably more generalizable) model than J48.
8 Second, we decided that precision was more important than recall.
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After these preliminary experiments, we used the SimpleLogistic algorithm to build our uncertainty model. This algorithm outputs an equation representing a linear relationship between the automatically selected weighted input features and the logit-transformed probability that the target categorical variable is equal to 1 (in our case, that the turn is uncertain). The feature weights are chosen by the algorithm via a maximum likelihood method, with larger weights representing more important features with respect to predicting the target category (uncertain).
We trained and tested our uncertainty model using 5-fold cross validation over the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus.
10 Note however that the uncertainty model's performance on incorrect turns is irrelevant, because the uncertainty adaptation is only given to correct+uncertain turns. In other words, the uncertainty model's performance needs to be optimized for the correct turns only. Including incorrect turns in our testing datasets would be misleading, since it would mask the model's performance on correct turns.
There are two possible sets of correct student turns to use for testing: manually-labeled and automatically-labeled. We chose to test on the manually-labeled corrects, but because our automatic correctness labeling was noisy, some turns receiving the adaptation during the controlled experiment will actually be incorrect (because they are mislabeled as correct.)Though one could try to incorporate this into the testing set by testing on the automatically-labeled corrects, there's no way to ensure that the same kinds of incorrects will be mislabeled across two different user populations (the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ and UNC-ITSPOKE corpus). Moreover, in our prior ITSPOKE corpora, the precision of correctness labeling was 92.5%, and it is 94.7% in the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus, as discussed below in Section 8.1. This indicates that these false positives are quite rare in our system. Therefore we believe that either set of corrects is a reasonable test set for the uncertainty model.
We created 5 training sets from 5 different 4/5 splits of the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus. The corresponding 1/5 held out dataset was used as the test set after discarding the incorrect turns. However, we retained both correct and incorrect turns in our training sets, because preliminary experiments showed that including incorrect turns improved the model's performance during testing. We believe this is because both types of turns have features useful for labeling uncertainty in correct turns.
This cross-validation represented our estimate of how the uncertainty model would perform during the controlled experiment, which is described next in Section 6. In Section 8 we evaluate the actual performance of the uncertainty model during that experiment. Table 2 shows averages and standard deviations for the results of the cross-validation with the logistic regression algorithm in terms of accuracy (ACC), as well as precision (P), recall (R), and F-measure (Fm) for both uncertain (UNC) and certain (CER) turns. The penultimate column shows the average absolute percentage of automatically labeled uncertain turns (Auto UNC), while the last column shows the average absolute percentage of true positive uncertains (TP UNC) -that is, the absolute percentage of turns that were both manually and automatically labeled uncertain. Note that the upper bound of the last column is 11.1%, which is the absolute percentage of manually labeled COR+UNC in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus (see Table 1 ). This means that on average 8.2% of manually labeled uncertain turns were automatically labeled certain. We compare our results in Table 2 with the results of majority class (CER) labeling of the same turns; this is equivalent to the original non-adaptive ITSPOKE system which ignores uncertainty. Table 1 above showed that 4420/5147 correct turns in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus are certain. Always selecting the majority class (CER) label for these turns thus yields 85.9% accuracy (with 0% precision and recall for uncertainty, and 85.9% precision and 100% recall for certainty).
As a final comparison, we computed the unweighted average recall (Recall(UNC) + Recall(CER)/2) resulting from the cross-validation; this metric is commonly used for unbalanced two-class problems (cf. [8, 9] ). Our unweighted average recall was 57.8%, which is significantly above chance (50%).
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Based on the these cross-validation results we did not expect our uncertainty model to outperform the majority class labeling with respect to overall accuracy. However, we viewed uncertainty precision and recall as much more important than accuracy because accuracy conflates performance on the uncertainty and certainty classes. F-measure is also useful as it combines precision and recall into a single value (the harmonic mean). As shown, our model's precision, recall and F-measure were very high for the CER class but much lower for the UNC class, although it well outperformed the majority class labeling on these metrics. As further shown in the table, based on the cross-validation we estimated that the model would average 7.2% automatically-labeled COR+UNC turns but only 2.9% true positive COR+UNC turns (manually and automatically labeled COR+UNC) when used in the fully automated experiment. This meant that on average 4.3% of the automatically-labeled COR+UNC turns would be manually labeled COR+CER. Although we believed uncertainty precision was important, we hypothesized that it would not be harmful for some false positives to receive the adaptation, since it could help increase the certainty of those turns. This hypothesis was based on the results of our prior UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ system evaluation, which showed that giving the uncertainty adaptation to a percentage of both uncertain and certain turns did not negatively impact learning [13] .
We then ran the logistic regression algorithm over the entire dataset. The resulting logistic regression equation is shown in Figure 9 . This equation is computed for each student turn, using the extracted feature values for the turn. Then given the summed result R for the turn, the probability p that the turn is uncertain is computed as: p = exp(R)/(1+exp(R)), where p≥ 0.5 indicates that the turn is uncertain and p<0.5 indicates that the turn is certain.
As shown (reading left to right along each row), the model contains a constant, numerous temporal, pitch and energy features (AV indicates running average features), various lexical items, gender, a specific problem name (Plane), and a wide variety of specific tutor goal names (shown in capital letters). Figure 9 also shows that the most useful features come from a variety of different feature types. To illustrate this, we have bolded all features whose weights are above an absolute value of 0.8. As shown, mean pitch is the most strongly weighted acoustic-prosodic feature. The higher the mean pitch, the more likely the turn is to be labeled as uncertain; this may represent rising intonation which often accompanies uncertainty.
The more strongly weighted lexical items are all positively weighted, and thus may each be associated with common student answers to questions that cause uncertainty. For example, "wind" is probably a common answer to questions asking about forces besides gravity on freefalling objects. Selfreference ("I") may be associated with common hedging phrases such as "I don't know" and "I guess". The model also includes "not", "sure", and "don't", which may be associated with hedging phrases such as "I'm not sure" and "I don't know".
"ASK-DO-ANOTHER-PROBLEM" is a tutor goal name that refers to the yes/no question given at the end of every dialogue. Not surprisingly, students are highly unlikely to be uncertain when answering this question. "PUMPKIN-DIALOGUE15" refers to a tutor question that asks whether a man exerts force on a pumpkin as he throws it in the air. Based on this model it appears that students are unlikely to be uncertain about their answer to this question.
Because the model uses so many different feature types to predict uncertainty and the stronger features come from most of them, speech features alone would likely not provide enough information to accurately detect uncertainty. This conclusion is supported by preliminary machine learning experiments which showed that excluding dialogue features (namely, tutor goal name) significantly decreased performance. Our prior results on detecting affective states using only speech features also support this conclusion [14] . Domain-dependent features are also needed to detect uncertainty in interactions with our system. This indicates that our uncertainty model would not port well to domains where only the speech features would be applicable.
Adding Uncertainty Bypass Heuristics to the Final Uncertainty Model
The lexical features in the uncertainty equation in Figure 9 only capture unigrams. However, there are a wide variety of common multi-word hedging phrases (e.g., "I guess", "I think") that are well-known indicators of uncertainty in tutoring [24, 31] . Manual inspection of our manually and automatically transcribed student turns indicated that hedging words such as "guess" and "think" do occur in our data. However, they do not show up in the regression output, even they were included as lexical input features. It may have been that their sparse occurrence in the data prevented their inclusion in the automatic uncertainty model.
We therefore supplemented our purely data-driven model with additional knowledge about the usefulness of hedge phrases suggested in the uncertainty literature. In particular, we hypothesized that the number of accurately labeled uncertains in UNC-ITSPOKE would be increased by including a set of hedging phrase "Bypass Heuristics" in our final uncertainty model that were not already captured by our logistic regression equation. Our set of Bypass Heuristics is shown in Figure 10 . It is based on lists of hedging phrases in prior tutoring research (e.g, [24] ); however, each item consists only of the minimal necessary words (e.g., noun phrases aren't included) because the automatic speech recognition cannot necessarily recognize all of the words in a given hedging phrase. The Bypass Heuristics yielded an uncertainty prediction as follows: if a student turn contained a hedging phrase, it was automatically labeled as uncertain.
believe(ed) guess(ing/ed) think(ing/thought could/can may(be)/might should probabl(e/y) possibl(e/y) do not/don't remember um/uh do not/don't know can not/can't remember(ing/ed) not sure 
Implementing the Final Uncertainty Model
Returning now to Figure 5 , the implementation of our final uncertainty model into UNC-ITSPOKE involved first computing the features in Figure 8 for each student turn. As shown by the red dashed arrows and boxes in Figure 5 , the pitch, energy and lexical features were computed from the student speech within the student front end. In particular, the pitch and energy features were computed by running the esps program 'get f0' [51, 52] on the speech recognizer's audio output file, which yielded an f0 estimate and an RMS estimate for each 10ms frame in the turn. The relevant statistics (i.e., maximum, minimum, mean, running average) were then computed and normalized to the feature values of the first turn in the dialogue. The lexical features were directly provided by the speech recognizer's recognized string. All other features were provided by the dialogue manager. In particular, when beginning the experiment students input their gender to the system; this was recorded in the dialogue manager. The current tutor goal name was also recorded in the dialogue manager.
The dialogue manager then computed the logistic regression equation's prediction from these weighted features. The dialogue manager also computed the Bypass Heuristics' prediction by comparing the stored heuristics to the automatically recognized student turn string. The final uncertainty value was then produced by combining the predictions of the Bypass Heuristics and the logistic regression equation in an inclusive OR relationship: a student turn was labeled uncertain if either the Bypass Heuristics or the logistic regression equation predicted uncertain (or if both did so).
The Experiment
To evaluate the performance of UNC-ITSPOKE, we performed a controlled experiment comparing UNC-ITSPOKE to two control systems. Note that uncertainty was automatically computed and logged in all 3 conditions. In the UNCAdapt experimental condition, students used UNC-ITSPOKE (Section 4); this system gave the uncertainty adaptation to all COR+UNC student turns. .
In the NOAdapt control condition, students used non-adaptive IT-SPOKE (Section 3); this system ignored student uncertainty.
In the Random control condition, students used a randomly adaptive version of ITSPOKE, which provided the uncertainty adaptation to a randomly selected 11% of COR+CER turns. The Random condition was included in order to control for the "additional" tutoring content that the experimental condition received. The Random condition provided this same additional tutoring content to 11% of student turns, but those turns were not uncertain (as determined by the automatic uncertainty model). We chose 11% because this is the percentage of COR+UNC turns found in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus [13] (see Table 1 ). We anticipated that the percentage would be about the same in the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus. To achieve the random selection, we sent the output of a random number generator to the dialogue manager whenever a turn was labeled by the system as COR+CER; if this number was less than or equal to 0.11 then the turn was given the uncertainty adaptation.
Subjects were students recruited through flyers posted around campus and were paid for their participation in the experiment. Subjects were required to have never before used an ITSPOKE (or ITSPOKE-related) system. Subjects were randomly assigned to the conditions, except that conditions were gender-balanced and pretest-balanced. To achieve these balances, we kept a running average for pretest score and total males in each condition; we then assigned subjects to conditions based on which assignment would keep the averages similar across all conditions. Subjects were native speakers of English who had never taken college-level physics.
The experimental procedure was as follows. Each subject: i.) read a physics text introducing the concepts to be tutored (10-30 minutes); ii.) completed a pretest of 26 multiple choice questions (10-30 minutes); iii.) used a web/voice interface to work through 5 physics "training problems" with a version of the system (depending on condition) (30-75 minutes); iv.) completed a survey questionnaire (10-20 minutes); v.) completed a posttest isomorphic to the pretest (10-30 minutes). vi.) completed a final physics "test" problem that was isomorphic to the 5th physics problem, using the non-adaptive version of the system (10-20 minutes).
12 After the experiment, the total time length of the experiment was found to range from about 1.5 hours to 3.0 hours across all subjects.
The resulting UNC-ITSPOKE corpus contains 360 dialogues from 72 subjects. The UNCAdapt condition contains 24 subjects, the NOAdapt condition 25 subjects, and the Random condition 23 subjects, yielding 72 total subjects, of which 47 are female and 25 are male, with 7-10 males per condition. The UNC-ITSPOKE corpus contains 7216 student turns; these turns were transcribed after the experiment and manually labeled for uncertainty and correctness 13 . Table 3 shows the distribution of manually labeled uncertainty and correctness in the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus. As shown, the percentage of uncertain, correct, and COR+UNC turns is slightly lower than in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus (see Table 1 ). 
Evaluating the Uncertainty-Adaptive System's Global Impact
Our initial goal for evaluating UNC-ITSPOKE can be stated as follows: Did the uncertainty adaptation have a positive global performance impact, measured as overall student learning?
Evaluation Hypothesis #1: We hypothesized that the UNCAdapt condition, which gave the uncertainty adaptation after all COR+UNC turns, would yield significantly higher overall learning than both the NOAdapt condition, which ignored uncertainty, and the Random condition, which gave the uncertainty adaptation to 11% of COR+CER turns. To test this hypothesis, we compared normalized learning gain across condition ((posttestpretest)/ (1-pretest) ). This metric is the preferred measure of learning in the tutoring literature because it controls for the fact that students with higher pretest scores do no have as much room for improvement as those with lower pretest scores [55] . Table 4 shows the means and standard deviations across condition for normalized learning gain, along with the number of students (N). As shown, the UNCAdapt condition did yield higher normalized learning gain than both the NOAdapt and the Random conditions. In addition, the Random condition yielded higher normalized gain than the NOAdapt condition. However, none of these differences were significant.
14 Hypothesis #1 was thus not confirmed. Evaluation Hypothesis #2: We next hypothesized that receiving the uncertainty adaptation would be better for learning than not receiving the uncertainty adaptation. This hypothesis was based on means in Table 4 , where both UNCAdapt and Random have higher mean learning than NOAdapt. To test this hypothesis, we calculated for the percentage of uncertainty adaptations received by each student (PctAdapts), and then computed a Pearson's correlation between PctAdapts and normalized learning gain over all students. Hypothesis #2 was confirmed: PctAdapts significantly correlates with increased learning (R=0.230, p=0.05).
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Evaluation Hypothesis #3: We next hypothesized that although we didn't find significant learning differences overall (Hypothesis #1), we would find them for the subset of students who received the most uncertainty adaptations. This hypothesis was based on the significant positive correlation we found between PctAdapts and learning (second hypothesis). To test our third hypothesis, students with PctAdapts values below the mean (4.0% over all students) were grouped as "Low PctAdapt", and all other students were grouped "High PctAdapt". A t-test over mean PctAdapts confirmed that the Low and High groups differ significantly (t(70)=-12.63, p<0.001). A 2x3 factorial ANOVA with pairwise simple effects tests showed significant differences between the High PctAdapt group and the Low PctAdapt group (F(1,67) = 5.298, p=0.024). Note however that because the sizes of the UNCAdapt and Random subsets were quite small in one of the groups, our results should be taken as suggestive rather than conclusive. Tables 5-6 show the pairwise test results for the Low and High PctAdapt groups, respectively. The columns show the condition, number of students, mean learning gain, the condition with which a significant difference is found (if any), and the direction (> or <) and p-value of this difference. However, these tables show that Hypothesis #3 was not confirmed. We predicted that in the High PctAdapt group, the UNCAdapt condition would learn the most; instead in the Low PctAdapt group, the UNCAdapt condition learned significantly more than the Random condition. 
Evaluation Hypothesis #4:
We next hypothesized that the UNCAdapt condition actually received fewer adaptations than the Random condition, despite our experimental design (Section 6), which was intended to equalize the percentage of received adaptations across these two conditions. If confirmed, this hypothesis would explain why only the Low PctAdapt group learned more in the UNCAdapt condition than in the Random condition. Hypothesis #4 was confirmed in two ways. T-tests showed that within the Hi PctAdapt group (but not the Lo PctAdapt group), the UNCAdapt condition received significantly fewer adaptations than the Random condition (t(25)=2.07, p=0.05). In addition, a one-way ANOVA with posthoc pairwise tests showed that over all subjects, the UNCAdapt condition had significantly a lower PctAdapts than the Random condition (F(2,69) = 36.59, p<0.001).
The full set of pairwise test results are shown in Table 7 . As shown, in the Random condition, 8.6% of student turns received the adaptation. This is slightly less than the 11% we expected; the difference is probably due to chance variations in the random number generation algorithm we used. 16 In the UNCAdapt condition, only 3.6% of student turns received the adaptation. This is much less than the 7.2% we expected based on the percentage of COR+UNCs labeled by the uncertainty model during our cross-validation experiments in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus (Table 2 ). In Section 8 we investigate why fewer than expected turns received the adaptation.
This unexpectedly small PctAdapts value in the UNCAdapt condition may explain why the UNCAdapt condition didn't have significantly higher overall learning than the other conditions: Although the learning means are in the right direction (Table 4) , the UNCAdapt condition simply didn't receive enough uncertainty adaptations to yield a significant improvement on their test scores. The fact that the learning means are so similar between the UNCAdapt and Random conditions (Table 4) , even though Random received more adaptations than UNCAdapt, suggests that giving the adaptation to COR+CER answers can benefit learning by increasing the certainty of those answers, but is not as effective as giving the adaptation to COR+UNC answers. If it were, the Random condition would have yielded higher learning 16 In retrospect, it would have been more accurate to set the random adaptation percentage to 7.2%, which was the percentage of COR+UNCs labeled by the uncertainty model during the cross-validation experiments in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus (see Table 2 ), rather than to 11%, which was the percentage of manually labeled COR+UNCs in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus.
gains than the UNCAdapt condition. Finally, a repeated test-measure ANOVA confirmed overall learning and determined power and effect size. Students in all conditions did learn a significant amount during tutoring (F(1,69) = 225.688, p<0.001). The observed power in the experiment (at p= 0.05) was 0.14 with an effect size of 0.02 (partial Eta Squared); this indicates that the uncertainty adaptation had only a small effect on learning in the UNCAdapt condition, so there was little likelihood of detecting a significant learning improvement over the other conditions.
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We conclude from the evaluations presented in this section that the uncertainty adaptation had only a small effect on learning because students in the UNCAdapt condition did not receive enough uncertainty adaptations. We speculate that if the UNCAdapt condition had received more adaptations, the adaptation would have a larger effect size and thus would have yielded significantly improved learning over the control conditions. These conclusion are supported by a power analysis of our prior UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ experiment, where students in the experimental condition received the adaptation in 11.1% of turns and showed significantly improved learning over the control conditions; the observed power (at p= 0.05) in that experiment was 0.73 with an effect size of 0.11.
Evaluating the Speech Recognition, Correctness, and Uncertainty Labeling Components
Our next goal for evaluating UNC-ITSPOKE can be stated as follows: Why didn't students in the UNCAdapt condition receive enough uncertainty adaptations to significantly improve overall learning?
Evaluation Hypotheses #5 and #6: We hypothesized that poor performance of UNC-ITSPOKE's automatic correctness and uncertainty labeling components were responsible. In other words, too many COR+UNC turns were mislabeled as either incorrect or certain, and thus these turns didn't receive the adaptation when they should have.
Because UNC-ITSPOKE's automatic correctness and uncertainty labeling components are implemented separately and thus can be optimized independently of each other, we separately analyzed the performance of these components (Hypotheses #5 and #6, respectively).
For illustrative purposes in this section, Figure 11 shows an annotated example of the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus dialogues. student-auto shows the automatically recognized speech and automatic uncertainty and correctness labels for each student turn, while student-manual shows the corresponding manual transcript (including punctuation for clarity) and annotations. 
Evaluating Speech Recognition and Correctness Labeling
Since the performance of the automatic correctness labeling depends on the automatic speech recognition output, we begin by evaluating the per-formance of that component. Overall speech recognition accuracy in the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus was 74.6%, measured as 100% -Word Error Rate (WER). WER is a standard measure for evaluating the performance of automatic speech recognition (ASR) software. We compute WER using the NIST sclite program to compare our automatically recognized transcripts and our manual transcripts.
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Semantic accuracy is more important for spoken dialogue systems than speech recognition accuracy, because semantic accuracy determines the next dialogue transition. In our system, semantic accuracy equates with correctness accuracy. That is, even if the speech recognition is not entirely accurate, if the correctness value is accurate the dialogue will transition to the appropriate next state. We thus measure semantic accuracy in the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus as the percentage of turns in which the automatic correctness label of the input string from the ASR matches the manual correctness label. We use 1 for matches and 0 for mis-matches. For example, in Figure 11 , STUDENT 1 has a semantic accuracy of 0 while STUDENT 2 and STUDENT 3 have a semantic accuracy of 1. This comparison yielded a semantic accuracy of 84.7% over the whole UNC-ITSPOKE corpus, which is substantially higher than the speech recognition accuracy (74.6%). For example, in Figure 11 , STUDENT 3 has a WER of 62.5% but since the important words for determining correctness are properly recognized, the semantic accuracy is 1. Table 8 shows the confusion matrix for the automatic and manual correctness labels across the 7216 turns in the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus. The automatic correctness labeling yielded a precision of 0.947, a recall of 0.837, and an F-measure of 0.889 for the 'correct' label.
We conclude that Hypothesis #5 was confirmed: Noisy automatic correctness labeling was one factor responsible for the low percentage of uncertainty adaptations in the UNCAdapt condition, because incorrectness was favored over correctness (false negatives (863) were much more frequent than false positives (247)).
We thus speculate that it is important to improve correctness recall in future versions of UNC-ITSPOKE, so that more COR+UNC turns receive the uncertainty adaptation. 
Evaluating the Uncertainty Model
Because the uncertainty adaptation was given only to correct turns, we focus here on how the uncertainty model performed on the manually-labeled correct turns in the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus. A benefit of focusing on these turns is that we evaluate the uncertainty model's performance assuming perfect correctness labeling. We can also compare this performance with our earlier cross-validation results in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus (Section 5), which also used manually-labeled correct turns. A drawback of this analysis is that it doesn't show how the model performed on incorrects that were mislabeled as correct in the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus. However, as discussed in Section 8.1 the precision of correctness labeling in UNC-ITSPOKE was 0.947, indicating that these false positives are quite rare.
First, we present the uncertainty model's performance on all manuallylabeled correct turns in the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus ("All Manual Corrects"). These results show the model's performance if the automatic correctness labeling had always worked perfectly during the experiment. Table 9 shows the confusion matrix for the manual and automatic uncertainty labels on these 5284 turns. From these labels we computed the performance results shown in the first data row of Table 10 . For comparison, the second data row recalls the cross-validation results on the manually-labeled correct turns in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus (originally presented in Table 2 ). As shown, accuracy and precision for uncertainty are both slightly higher in the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus, while recall and F-measure for uncertainty are slightly lower. Moreover, the model automatically labeled slightly less than the expected uncertain turns (Auto UNC), and less than expected of the automatically labeled turns were both manually and automatically labeled uncertain (Agreed UNC).
Note however that the cross-validation results are based only on the logistic regression equation, not on the Bypass Heuristics; both of these elements made up the final uncertainty model and so are jointly responsible for the results for the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus shown in Table 9 . We examined the relative usefulness of these two components within the automatically labeled uncertain turns shown in Table 9 . Of the 109 turns that were both manually and automatically labeled uncertain, 92 (84.4%) were labeled uncertain by the logistic regression equation, 29 (26.6%) were labeled uncertain by the Bypass Heuristics and 17 (15.6%) were labeled uncertain only by the Bypass Heuristics. This indicates that as expected, including the Bypass Heuristics did increase the number of true positive uncertains labeled by our uncertainty model. Of the 255 turns that were manually labeled certain and automatically labeled uncertain, 151 (59.2%) were labeled uncertain by the logistic regression equation, 128 (50.2%) were labeled uncertain by the Bypass Heuristics and 104 (40.8%) were labeled uncertain only by the Bypass Heuristics. This indicates that including the Bypass Heuristics also increased the number of false positives labeled by our uncertainty model. In future work we will further investigate which of the hedge phrases in the Bypass Heuristics performed best and worst to remove those that decreased the precision of the overall model. Next, we present the uncertainty model's performance on the subset of manually-labeled correct turns that were also automatically labeled correct ("Agreed Manual and Automatic Corrects"). These results represent the model's performance on the subset of turns where the automatic correctness labeling actually did work perfectly during the experiment. Table 11 shows the confusion matrix for these 4421 turns in the whole UNC-ITSPOKE corpus. Table 12 shows the confusion matrix for these 1408 turns in the UNCAdapt condition only. Table 13 shows the performance results for these two subsets of agreed corrects. Comparison with Table 10 shows that the uncertainty model's performance on these agreed corrects is higher on accuracy but lower on precision, recall and F-measure for uncertainty, and the percentages of automatically-labeled uncertain turns and agreed uncertain turns are also lower. These results suggest that the agreed correct turns contain a lower proportion of uncertain turns than all manually-labeled corrects, and that the misrecognized correct turns missing from Table 11 were easier for the uncertainty model to label as uncertain. Finally, comparing the two data rows in Table 13 shows that the uncertainty model performed worse on all metrics in UNCAdapt condition of the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus than in the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus overall. We conclude that Hypothesis #6 was confirmed: Noisy automatic uncertainty labeling was a major factor responsible for the low percentage of uncertainty adaptations in the UNCAdapt condition. In particular, the recall for uncertainty was lower than expected over the whole UNC-ITSPOKE corpus and within the UNCAdapt condition in particular. In fact, the recall was so low that the absolute proportion of true positive COR+UNC turns that received the uncertainty adaptation was nearly the same in both the UNCAdapt and Random conditions (0.92% and 0.84%, respectively). This is because many of the automatically labeled COR+CER turns randomly selected for adaptation in the Random condition were actually COR+UNC.
We speculate that the difference between the model's expected performance based on our cross-validation experiments in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus, and its actual performance in the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus, can be attributed to four main factors. First, the two corpora were collected with different systems. The UNC-ITSPOKE used automatic semantic and uncertainty labeling while UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ used human labeling; this may have led to different student dialogue behaviors (e.g., longer turns). Second, the two corpora represent different user populations; it may be that uncertainty is best represented by different features in these populations. The fact that the two corpora have different uncertainty distributions supports this possibility (see Tables 1 and 3 ). Third, during training and testing the uncertainty model used temporal features computed from manually labeled turn boundaries in the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus (Section 5.2). But during the controlled experiment the temporal features were computed from automatically labeled turn boundaries. This variation may have impacted the effectiveness of these features. Fourth, the uncertainty model was developed to optimize test performance on manually-labeled correct turns in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus (Section 5.2). It would have been more accurate to optimize test performance on the automatically-labeled correct turns in the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ corpus (some of which are manually labeled incorrect). However, since the correctness precision in the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus was 0.947, this probably did not have much impact on the uncertainty model's performance.
We speculate that the best way to improve the model for future use is to improve its recall (as opposed to precision). This belief is based on the fact that the Random condition yielded similar learning gains overall to the UNCAdapt condition, which suggests that it is better from a learning perspective to adapt to both COR+UNCs and COR+CERs than to not adapt at all. However, as discussed in Section 7, the fact that the Random did not yield higher learning than UNCAdapt despite adapting to more turns overall suggests that it would not further benefit learning to give the adaptation to all correct answers.
Evaluating the Uncertainty-Adaptive System's Local Impact
Our final goal for evaluating UNC-ITSPOKE can be stated as follows:Did correctly recognizing and adapting to uncertainty have a positive local impact on learning?
Hypothesis #8:
We hypothesized that correctly recognizing and adapting to uncertainty would produce significant local learning in the UNCAdapt condition, even though the adaptation didn't occur enough to produce significant global learning overall (Section 7).
We tested this hypothesis by comparing impasse state transitions after successful and failed applications of the uncertainty adaptation. Although these failures could be due to mislabeling COR+UNC turns as either incorrect or certain, uncertainty labeling errors were much more severe than correctness labeling errors (Section 8). Thus to streamline our presentation we focused here on failures due to uncertainty labeling errors. We divided the "Agreed Manual and Automatic Correct" turns in the UNCAdapt condition (Table 12 ) into two groups: the UNC Model Success group contained all turns where the manual and automatic uncertainty labels agreed (the diagonal cells in Table 12 ), and the UNC Model Failure group contained all turns where the manual and automatic uncertainty labels did not agree (the off-diagonal cells in Table 12 ). Within each group, we then computed for each student the likelihoods of transitioning to each of the 4 (manually labeled) impasse states (see Figure 6 ) in turn n+1 from an uncertain state in turn n, and from a certain state in turn n. Hypothesis #8 predicts that the impasse states most likely to be transitioned to in turn n+1 would be less severe in the UNC Model Success group and more severe in the UNC Model Failure group.
Our transition likelihood metric is D'Mello et al.'s L [57] . Our analysis is based on McQuiggan et al. [58] , who also use this metric to compare affective state transitions across two groups of turns that each received a different type of affective feedback. L(n→n+1) is computed as shown below, where n refers to the manually labeled impasse state in turn n and n+1 refers to the manually labeled impasse state in turn n+1. As shown, L computes the likelihood that the n→n+1 transition will occur. L=1 indicates that n+1 always follows n, while L=0 and L<0 indicate that the likelihood of transitioning from n to n+1 is equal to chance, and less than chance, respectively.
Mean L values across students for the UNC Model Success and Failure groups in the UNCAdapt condition are shown in Tables 14-15. The rows represent each turn n state and the columns represent the four different turn n+1 impasse severities -the severity ranking (Section 4, Figure 6 ) is shown below each impasse type. The total counts for each transition type are shown in parenthesis beside the mean L values.
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Within each group, ANOVAs with post-hoc pairwise tests determined if the transition likelihoods to each turn n+1 state were different for each turn n state. Within the UNC Model Success group, the overall ANOVAs were significant for both COR+UNC (F(3,44)=3.764, p=0.03) and COR+CER (F(3,92)=25.638, p<0.001) transitions. The post-hoc pairwise tests showed that the bolded transitions in Table 14 were statistically the most likely (either significantly or as trends (p≤0.10)). Within the UNC Model Failure group, the overall ANOVAs were not significant for either COR+UNC or 20 These totals sum to 1082 instead of 1408 (Table 12) for two reasons. First, we excluded all turns from test problem in this analysis since no turns received the adaptation during the test problem (Section 6). Second, there are fewer turn transitions than total turns because the final turn doesn't transition.
COR+CER transitions. Finally, t-tests were computed across the two groups for each turn n→turn n+1 transition, to determine if each transition's likelihood differed across the Success and Failure groups. The t-tests showed that all of the COR+UNC transitions and the COR+CER→INC+UNC transition differed significantly or as a trend across the Success and Failure groups. (59) .001 (71) .115 (628) <0.01 Regarding COR+UNC turns, our results indicate that COR+UNC turns are more likely to become INC+UNC or remain COR+UNC when they are correctly recognized (and thus adapted to) (Table 14) as compared to when they are incorrectly recognized (and thus not adapted to) (Table 15 ). When incorrectly recognized COR+UNC turns are equally likely to transition to any of the 4 impasse states severities.
Regarding COR+CER turns, our results indicate that when COR+CER are correctly recognized (and thus not adapted to) they are more likely to remain COR+CER than to become any other impasse state. In contrast, when they are incorrectly recognized (and thus adapted to), they are equally likely to transition to any of the 4 impasse states severities.
We conclude that Hypothesis #8 is confirmed. We interpret our results as follows:
Correctly recognizing and adapting to COR+UNCs in turn n causes students to question whether an alternative line of thought should be used in turn n+1. The continued uncertainty in turn n+1 indicates that this alternative line of thought is not unreservedly adopted. Prior research (e.g., [23, 39] ) suggests that this questioning process is a positive part of the learning process. On the other hand, incorrectly recognizing and thus not adapting to COR+UNCs in turn n is equally likely in turn n+1 to be associated with a negative impact on learning (INC+CER), with students questioning their thinking (INC+UNC, COR+UNC), or with students letting go of their uncertainty (COR+CER). If INC+CER occurs in turn n+1, this means that students with the least severe impasse about a concept in turn n end up displaying the most severe impasse about that concept or about the next concept in turn n+1, 21 i.e., they give up the correct line of thought used in turn n and unreservedly adopt an incorrect line of thought in n+1. Our prior research [59] , which shows that Average Learning Impasse Severity is strongly negatively correlated with learning, indicates that INC+CER answers are negatively related to learning.
Correctly recognizing and thus not adapting to COR+CER turns is most likely to support continued high cognitive performance. Incorrectly recognizing and thus adapting to COR+CER turns is as likely to have a negative impact on learning as it is to support continued high performance.
Hypothesis #9: Finally, we replicated this analysis in the NOAdapt condition, in order to confirm that our non-adaptive and adaptive system yielded different local learning behaviors. In particular, since the nonadaptive system ignores uncertainty, there should be no difference in transition likelihoods between the UNC Model Success and Failure groups in the NOAdapt condition. Moreover, the COR+UNC transitions in the NOAdapt condition should pattern like the COR+UNC transitions in the UNC Model Failure group in the UNCAdapt condition. The COR+CER transitions in the NOAdapt condition should pattern like the COR+CER transitions in the UNC Model Success group in the UNCAdapt condition.
Hypothesis #9 is confirmed by the results in Tables 16-17 . Since uncertainty is ignored in the NOAdapt condition, the Success and Failure groups pattern identically: ANOVAs for both groups were not significant for COR+UNC (p>0.10), indicating that COR+UNC turns were equally likely to transition to any of the 4 impasse states severities in the NOAdapt condition. These results mirror the UNC Model Failure group in the UNCAdapt condition. Moreover, ANOVAs for both groups were significant for COR+CER (p<0.01) in the NOAdapt condition and post-hoc pairwise tests showed that COR+CER turns were most likely to remain COR+CER in turn n+1 (p<0.11). These results mirror the UNC Model Success group in the UNCAdapt condition. In sum, we conclude from this evaluation of the adaptive system's local learning impact that when the correctness labeling is accurate, successfully detecting and responding to uncertainty has a positive local impact on learning. In particular, COR+UNC turns receive the uncertainty adaptation and the likelihood of subsequent INC+CER turns is reduced, while COR+CER turns don't receive the adaptation and the likelihood of subsequent COR+CER turns is increased. In comparison, ignoring the uncertainty label in COR+UNC turns, and misrecognizing the (un)certainty label in COR+UNC and COR+CER turns, can all lead to subsequent INC+CER turns, which are associated with decreased learning [59] .
Conclusions and Current Directions
In this paper, we presented UNC-ITSPOKE, a spoken dialogue computer tutor that automatically detects and adapts to uncertainty in student turns. We then evaluated the performance of UNC-ITSPOKE via a controlled experiment. UNC-ITSPOKE detects uncertainty via a machine-learning model supplemented with hedging phrase heuristics. UNC-ITSPOKE responds to correct+uncertain turns with remedial content (incorrect+uncertain turns already receive remedial content because they are incorrect).
First we evaluated the global performance of UNC-ITSPOKE, in terms of how much students learned by using the system. We found that UNC-ITSPOKE yielded higher learning than two control systems, but the difference was only significant for a subset of students. However, the percentage of received adaptations significantly correlated with higher learning over all students. Moreover, UNC-ITSPOKE produced significantly fewer adaptations than expected; we concluded that this explained the smaller than expected effect on learning. Second, we evaluated the performance of the automatic correctness and uncertainty labeling components. We concluded that errors in both components explained why UNC-ITSPOKE produced fewer uncertainty adaptations than expected, but the uncertainty model performed much worse than the correctness model. Third, we evaluated the local performance of UNC-ITSPOKE, in terms of the learning state to which turns transition after receiving the uncertainty adaptation. We found that correctly recognizing and adapting to uncertainty leads to less severe learning impasse states, while ignoring or incorrectly recognizing (un)certainty can lead to more severe learning impasse states. We concluded that the adaptation significantly benefited local learning even though it didn't occur enough to significantly improve overall learning.
When compared to our prior work, which showed that a wizarded version of UNC-ITSPOKE can significantly improve overall learning because more uncertainty is detected via manual uncertainty and correctness labeling, our current results suggest that the major performance bottleneck in fully automated UNC-ITSPOKE is the poor uncertainty model. In order to yield better performance, UNC-ITSPOKE must detect (and therefore adapt to) more uncertainty.
Our future work thus will focus on improving uncertainty recall in our uncertainty model, since our global evaluation of learning suggests that adapting to some (mislabeled) correct+certain turns as well as correct+uncertain turns yields higher learning than not adapting at all. However, since our local evaluation of learning indicates that adapting to some (mislabeled) correct+certain turns can lead to more severe learning impasse states, we will try to improve uncertainty recall without decreasing uncertainty precision. We also plan to improve the recall of our correctness labeling so that more correct turns are potentially able to receive the uncertainty adaptation.
To improve our uncertainty model, we plan to test additional features. In particular, we believe automatic correctness features will be useful since correctness and uncertainty are related [23, 24, 25] . We plan to include the correctness value of the current turn and a running total and average for correctness to represent dialogue performance so far. We also plan to extend our running total and average features to include running totals and averages that range across dialogues rather than only within dialogues; we believe that this larger generalization may be more useful. In addition, we plan to try using word-level features which improved emotion recognition at the turn level in our prior work [60] . We will also investigate additional features and learning methods that resulted from the Interspeech 2009 and 2010 Emotion Challenges [8, 9] ; these conferences represent the tremendous recent progress that has been made in these areas, which can now filter down to fully implemented affective systems such as ours.
To improve our uncertainty model, we also plan to use alternative datasets for our cross-validation experiments. In particular, we will try combining the UNC-ITSPOKE-WOZ and UNC-ITSPOKE corpora, to create a much larger dataset that contains multiple user populations. We will also try using only the UNC-ITSPOKE corpus to see if the best features for detecting uncertainty during fully automated tutoring differ from those during wizarded tutoring. Finally, we will also try downsampling (removing certain turns), upsampling (replicating uncertain turns) and more complex approaches (e.g., SMOTE [61] ) to increasing the sensitivity of our uncertainty model to our minority class (uncertainty). Although such techniques can decrease precision (e.g, by removing certain turns where the same features that predict uncertainty also predict certainty), they can also increase recall (e.g., by forcing the learning algorithm to predict a higher relative proportion of uncertainty).
help with this research.
